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Discover the cellular agriculture supply chain. 
From cell lines to distribution, we break it all 
down.
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Researchers and companies have both been searching for 
cell lines from different animals that will   divide 
indefinitely into more cells. These cell lines would then 
become the stable and infinite source of all other cells that 
produce cell-cultured meat.



are unique cells because they can produce more 
of itself via   or produce cells that become 
different cell types via  . Currently, to produce 
cell-based meat, researchers have been using different 
types of stem cells, from induced pluripotent stem cells 
(iPSCs) to cells found in muscle called satellite cells.

ideally

Stem cells 
self-replication

differentiation

Cell Line Development
What is it?
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For cellular agriculture to scale, it is important to find a 
stable and immortal cell line. This cell line will be a constant 
and indefinite source of stem cells, so animals will no longer 
be required in the production process. Once a stable cell line 
is found and becomes widely available for animals of interest 
(like cows, pigs, and chickens), this will no longer be an 
obstacle. And the next steps to scale the field can take place.



To create a proper cell-based meat product, it will be 
important that the stem cell lines differentiate into the 
various types of tissues and cells found in a piece of meat, 
such as muscle cells, fat cells, and connective tissue. iPSCs 
and satellite cells both present difficulties, but companies 
are working to develop ways around it. In the future, 
startups may genetically modify their cell line to ensure their 
source cells can produce more cells  . Providing a 
stable source of cells to create their products.

indefinitely

For companies looking to produce acellular products, it is 
important that they use the right and   type of cells to 
mass produce their product. A company may need to 
test   of different microorganisms to see if it is using 
the best one to make their product. This can take a lot of 
time and money (buying the equipment, running the tests, 
etc.). Companies and services are emerging to help 
outsource testing services to optimize and test the best cell 
lines.

optimal

hundreds

Cell Line Development
Why is it important?

CellAgriCellAgriCellAgri
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For companies looking to produce acellular products, it is 
important that they use the right and optimal type of cells to 
mass produce their product. A company may need to 
test hundreds of different microorganisms to see if it is using 
the best one to make their product. This can take a lot of 
time and money (buying the equipment, running the tests, 
etc.). Companies and services are emerging to help 
outsource testing services to optimize and test the best cell 
lines.



Australia-based Vow Food aims to develop an elaborate cell 
line library of both traditional and exotic animal cells for cell-
based meat production. In September 2020, Vow Food 
showcased its cell lines in a unique menu of cell-based 
meats, including goat cheeseburgers, alpaca chili tarama, 
and kangaroo crystal dumplings.

Cell Line Development
Who are the companies in this space?

CellAgri
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Currently, Roslin Technologies is the only commercial cell 
line provider for cell-based meat iPSCs that can divide 
indefinitely and differentiate into a wide range of cells. Roslin 
Technologies presently offers a porcine cell line for pork 
meat and aims to offer a bovine cell line for beef meat in 
2021. The company is also looking to develop an ovine cell 
line for lamb meat and crustacea cell line.



New startups like Cell Farm Food Tech and Orbillion Bio plan 
to develop and license their own cell lines to companies 
looking to produce cell-based meats. In March 2021, 
Orbillion Bio showcased three of its cell lines to produce 
cell-based meat: wagyu beef, wild elk, and sheep. Orbillion 
Bio raised $5 million to further develop its cell line platform 
in April 2021.

When it comes to cell-based seafood, there is significantly 
less research done on developing aquatic cell lines. Prior to 
co-founding Europe's first cell-based seafood startup, Bluu 
Biosciences' Dr. Sebastian Rakers cultivated and 
immortalized cell lines from more than 20 different species 
of fish while at the renowned Fraunhofer Institute. Bluu 
Biosciences has begun to develop its cell lines for different 
fish species.



According to the non-profit the Good Food Institute, limited 
access to relevant cell lines is a significant barrier to advance 
cell-based meat research. To address this challenge, in 
February 2020, the Good Food Institute announced a 
partnership with Kerafast, an online platform for unique lab-
made biomaterials, to make cell lines more accessible for 
cell-based meat research. 

CellAgri
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Under the partnership, terrestrial meat and aquatic animal 
cell lines created at research institutions will be available for 
scientists globally on Kerafast’s online catalog, where 
scientists can access them without a Material Transfer 
Agreement. Kerafast will also handle the commercial and 
shipping logistics as well as return a portion of the proceeds 
back to the research institution.

CellAgri

Table 1: Select Companies Focusing on Cell line Development

Names Location Notes

Buenos Aires, 
Argentina

Los Angeles, 
California

Edinburgh, Scotland

Cell Farm Food 
Tech

Orbillion Bio

Roslin 
Technologies

Focusing on Argentinian bovine 
cell lines

Developing 3 cell-based meat cell 
lines: wagyu beef, wild elk, and 

sheep

As of 2021, only commercial cell 
line provider of porcine iPSCs
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The CellAgri Supply Chain Report breaks down the key pain points in developing a 
supply chain around the cell-based meat field
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